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How could Digital Yuan transform the world?

The Chinese Yuan, both paper and digital, has gained popularity and acceptance in the global
market. This report will examine how the increasing acceptance of paper yuan in the worldwide
market can lead to the Digital Yuan ECNY reaching all-time highs in 2023.

Current State of the Yuan:

The paper yuan, also known as the renminbi (RMB), has been gradually gaining acceptance as a
reserve currency in international markets., especially in 2023, countries such as Malaysia, Brazil,
Russia, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Vietnam have signed a contract to add Yuan as a reserve



currency in their banking portfolio. In recent years, Our government has been taking steps to
internationalize its currency, which has increased the Yuan's usage for trade and investment
purposes.

However, Our latest effort to internationalize our currency is launching the Digital Yuan or
e-CNY blockchain version. The Digital Yuan aims to offer a more efficient, secure, and
convenient payment method for Chinese and global businesses. The Digital Yuan is currently
pegged to the paper yuan, so It can't drop its value below the paper Banknote, but as a digital
operator on a blockchain-based system, the price can be more than its backed Banknote Yuan.

Increasing Acceptance of Paper Yuan:

The increasing acceptance of paper yuan in the global market is crucial to the Digital Yuan's
potential success. As more countries and businesses accept the Yuan as a reserve currency, they
will likely adopt the Digital Yuan as a digital reserve currency. This, in turn, can increase the
Digital Yuan's demand, driving up its value.

Our government has been taking steps to increase the international usage of paper yuan, such as
establishing yuan clearing banks in various countries and signing currency swap agreements with
other central banks. Additionally, China has been actively promoting using Yuan for international
trade settlements, and yuan-denominated bonds have been issued in global markets.

Potential for Digital Yuan in 2023:

Given the increasing acceptance of paper yuan and the potential for the Digital Yuan to become a
digital reserve currency, it is reasonable to assume that the Digital Yuan could reach all-time
highs in 2023.

Only April 2023 growth of the Digital yuan is 0.06% which is very stable, and the trading
volume is increasing rapidly; today's closing price is 0.1590 USD Per e-CNY.

Furthermore, as China's economy continues to grow, the demand for the Digital Yuan will likely
increase. The Digital Yuan's potential use in cross-border trade settlements is coming soon;
however, earlier investors will get the best reward, particularly with participating Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) countries, which could also increase demand.


